
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a research & analysis. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for research & analysis

Experience with advanced research methods, such as cross-media analysis,
marketing mix modeling, or marketing attribution
Additional responsibilities within the Surface Group consist of experimental
method development, root cause failure analysis, support for the operation
and maintenance of the surface analysis equipment
Incorporate novel approaches to scientific investigations by adapting and/or
developing original concepts and ideas for new areas of genome informatics
research
Provide analytical expertise, develop and deploy novel computational
methods to complete genetic and genomic research projects in cereal
genomics including the completion of genetic mapping analyses and
candidate gene identification
Develop new research directions and projects in the area of complex crop
genome architecture including whole genome research approaches to
develop new genetic and molecular understanding of complex performance
traits of agricultural importance
Collaborate with project leadership to provide technical and resource
management capacity and expert advice in crop genomics and genetics for
timely completion of analytical and data based project milestones
Contribute scientific leadership in the area of wheat genetics and biostatistics
to address complex methodological challenges and set project research
directions in the area of cereal genomics
A doctorate and/or equivalent research experience in a relevant discipline
area, such as genetics, bioinformatics, information science or agricultural
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Experience in the statistical analysis of genetic traits in complex genomes
including the construction and use of genetic maps, interval mapping,
analysis of copy number variation and approaches for effective experimental
design
Experience with the design and analysis of transcriptome assembly,
differential expression analysis and candidate gene identification strategies in
non-model genomes

Qualifications for research & analysis

Experience with consumer research and analysis and proven track record of
using this sort of data to define the marketing strategy for a project
Proven ability to interpret, assess and translate data into insight
An understanding of defining consumer groups beyond basic demographic
data
An understanding of the marketing mix
Ability to work towards an agreed goal but with an inquisitive nature and an
instinct to use the initial brief as a start point rather than the only deliverable
Strong presentation and communication skills, coupled with the ability to
communicate in a clear and concise manner tailored to the individual
audience


